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WHO ARE WE?

- Level IT is a SME of the Liege Science Park active in the Digital sector since year 2000 in Belgium.
- Entrepreneurship is our ADN, R&I are our process.
- In practice, we design, build and operate smart management solutions (Platforms and Apps) to create Sustainable values.
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PROGRAM HISTORY

• 2009
  – R&D project with internship students in Computer Sciences
  – Winner of Belgian final of Microsoft Imagine Cup 2009 global competition

• 2013
  – Partnership Carrefour Belgium and the city of Seraing to conduct a pilot project
  – Sponsorship of the project by Logistics in Wallonia.

• 2014

• 2015
  – Operational partnership with FdSS and KOMOSIE to support the 3 regions of Belgium
  – Honors of the Government of Wallonia

• 2016
  – Strategic guidance in Circular Economy by SRIW
WHAT OUR PROJECT IS?
La Bourse aux dons, c’est lutter contre le gaspillage alimentaire

Bienvenue sur la Bourse aux dons

The multisectoral platform for managing food donations

Find a food aid organization

Suggest or benefit from systematic donations

Offer or book an occasional donation
GEOGRAPHICAL MAP OF FOOD AID ORGANIZATIONS

Contact information
- Contactperson,
- Required food products
- Opening hours
- Storage capacities
- Transport capacities
- Etc.
OCCASIONNAL DONATIONS

Donor creates an announcement on the Food Fair platform to suggest a food donation.

The organization books the available donations.
SYSTEMATIC DONATIONS

1. SCANNING
2. REMOVING PRODUCTS
3. STATISTICS

With a pick-up schedule
WHAT OUR GOALS ARE?

Collaborative Logistics

Charity networks

CPAS Municipalities

Digital platform

Logos are used exclusively for illustration purposes
GLOBAL VISION OF A CONNECTED ECOSYSTEM

Collaborative Logistics

Charity networks

CPAS Municipalities

Logos are used exclusively for illustration purposes
WHAT OUR GOALS ARE?

- Increase the volume of donation over the country
- Reduce the “end to end” process time
- Promote fresh and varied products (health)
- Manage quality and traceability of unsold products
- Create 3P values

Taking into account legal and operational constraints
HOW DO WE ACHIEVE THEM?

• Systematic and territorial approach
• Local partnerships with communities (public and private)
• Pilot projects with each type of actors
• Agile method to continually improve results
• Local projects around a program
• Best practices sharing between actors
• Study the business model (economic, social, env.)
• ...

WHAT OUR NEXT STEPS FOR THE FUTURE ARE?

- Extend the program to the European level considering each state’s specificities,
- Create a (connected) network that facilitates the upgrading of food surpluses, by promoting short food circuits and involving each local municipality and city (Food Smart City),
- Improve the results thanks to the introduction of a collaborative logistics learn to give better, and redistribute (better planning).

Key figures – by May 2017 more than 600 tons of food have transited through the platform and more than 300 food aid organizations have already registered. We plan to go pass the 1,500 tons in the next six months with the deployment in the retail sector in Belgium.